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Controlled experiments indicate that explicit intermediate
representations help action.
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Biological vision systems evolved to support action in physical environments [1, 2]. Action is also a driving inspiration for computer vision
research. Problems in computer vision are often motivated by their
relevance to robotics and their prospective utility for systems that move
and act in the physical world. In contrast, a recent stream of research
at the intersection of machine learning and robotics demonstrates that
models can be trained to map raw visual input directly to action [3–6].
These models bypass explicit computer vision entirely. They do not
incorporate modules that perform recognition, depth estimation, optical
flow, or other explicit vision tasks. The underlying assumption is that
perceptual capabilities will arise in the model as needed, as a result of
training for specific motor tasks. This is a compelling hypothesis that,
if taken at face value, appears to obsolete much computer vision research. If any robotic system can be trained directly for the task at hand,
with only raw images as input and no explicit vision modules, what
is the utility of further perfecting models for semantic segmentation,
depth estimation, optical flow, and other vision tasks?
We report controlled experiments that assess whether specific vision
capabilities are useful in mobile sensorimotor systems that act in complex three-dimensional environments. To conduct these experiments,
we use realistic three-dimensional simulations derived from immersive
computer games. We instrument the game engines to support controlled
execution of specific scenarios that simulate tasks such as driving a car,
traversing a trail in rough terrain, and battling opponents in a labyrinth.
We then train sensorimotor systems equipped with different vision
modules and measure their performance on these tasks.
Our baselines are end-to-end pixels-to-actions models that are
trained directly for the task at hand. These models do not rely on
any explicit computer vision modules and embody the assumption that
perceptual capabilities will arise as needed, in the course of learning
to perform the requisite sensorimotor task. To these we compare models that receive as additional input the kinds of representations that
are studied in computer vision research, such as semantic label maps,
depth maps, and optical flow. We can therefore assess whether representations produced in computer vision are useful for sensorimotor
challenges. In effect, we ask: What if a given vision task was solved?
Would this matter for learning to act in complex three-dimensional
environments?
Our first finding is that computer vision does matter. When agents
are provided with representations studied in computer vision, they
achieve higher performance in sensorimotor tasks. The effect is significant and is consistent across simulation platforms and tasks.
We then examine in finer granularity how useful specific computer
vision capabilities are in this context. Our second finding is that some
computer vision capabilities appear to be more impactful for mobile
sensorimotor operation than others. Specifically, depth estimation

and semantic scene segmentation provide the highest boost in task
performance among the individual capabilities we evaluate. Using all
capabilities in concert is more effective still.
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Fig. 1. Assessing the utility of intermediate representations for

sensorimotor control. (A) Sensorimotor tasks. From left to right:
urban driving, off-road trail traversal, and battle. (B) Intermediate
representations. Clockwise from top left: semantic segmentation,
intrinsic surface color (albedo), optical flow, and depth. (Albedo
not used in battle.) (C) Main results. For each task, we compare an
image-only agent with an agent that is also provided with groundtruth intermediate representations. The agent observes the intermediate representations during both training and testing. Success
rate (‘SR’) is the fraction of scenarios in which the agent successfully reached the target location; weighted success rate (‘WSR’) is
weighted by track length; ‘frags’ is the number of enemies killed in
a battle episode. We show mean and standard deviation in each condition. (D) Supporting experiments. In the ‘Image + All (predicted)’
condition, the intermediate representations are predicted in situ by
a convolutional network; the agent is not given ground-truth representations at test time. The results indicate that even predicted vision
modalities confer a significant advantage.

